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About This Game

Forget about the old west you remember. This game is all about how the west was fun! Play as our hero Jordy as you fight
monsters in epic turn based battles. Of course you will be rewarded for your time playing the game! Complete this game and

you can pat yourself on the back. Fighting the old western boss fight is no easy accomplishment. You will also level up with the
built in XP system and collect in game items!
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Easy 100%
Easy Life
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More more more!. Honestly a good little DLC for its prize. Worth it, adds a bit of flavor and the random events can cripple you.
Probably won't really bother you in a game against AI but in games against players they can turn it around sometimes.. ok pls
see my review of the main ac game ( 2\/10) .
now considering that it's obvious that i will not recommend this game or it's DLCs.

2 mission - 2 gear - 10 mission - 10 gear, 100 mission and a thousand gear it all sucks !

i give this DLC : 0\/10
reviewed by IMMORTALEADER. Decentish game for something to waste money on, buggy when you drive up\/down slopes
lots of unrealistic backward \/ forwards so not sharp enough steering, you cannot use the mouse to look around either, only slider
bar. To be honest, I only bought this for the rolling stock. However, I find the engine is still good to use.. Great game. Addictive,
with huge replay value.

A controller is highly recommended.
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I am so happy that we have got not only an american football game on pc but that we have devs that are open to any suggestions
you make. The game is fun for what it is and the game will be fully moddable in the future just basic mods available now. For
now don't expect a full simualtion football game just expect a fun arcade style game in the vein of Tecmo Bowl with an
innovative passing feature that can only get better with time. Support this game and lets see it grow.. A fast and exciting game
with non stop action. I especially enjoy the freedom of an enire arena in which you are free to fly around in all directions to
locate and shoot your opponents.. This is an amazing shoot em up with a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING KILLER soundtrack!
11\/10 would blow that purple\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of the moon again.
I've also played the X360 port and this one runs just as good (Maybe smoother depending of your PC though).
Highly recommended!

IMPORTANT: Know that you'll get more continues by playing a few more times!. just not fun. The story is cool , arts are cool ,
soundtracks are good.
Really recommend to play this game !!!!!!!!!!

Waiting for the second chapter ;3
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